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Abstract. It is difficult to find the characteristics of electric vehicle users through charging transaction data.
However, these characteristics are very important for charging station operators to improve the service
quality of their operation and maintenance. This paper uses the K-means clustering model to study the
transaction data of the charging stations in northern Hebei from October 2016 to September 2017. It finds
three types of users: high-speed primary users, high-speed secondary users, and urban users; Based on this,
four types of users are further drilled out: play users, cross-city office users, pass users, and urban residents
users. Based on these user characteristics, corresponding operational strategies, charging station planning
and construction suggestions are proposed.

1 Introduction
The charging station serves as a charging infrastructure
for electric vehicles and is a complementary product to
electric vehicles. In the national “13th Five-Year Plan”
on the charging infrastructure of electric vehicles, under
the guidance of the construction of a moderately
advanced, car pile, smart and efficient charging network
system, the coverage area of electric vehicle charging
stations is expanding, and the users of charging stations
are also increasing. Correctly identifying the behavior
characteristics of the charging station user or the electric
vehicle user is of great significance for the operating
company to improve the operational efficiency, enhance
the operation and maintenance service quality, and guide
the user's charging behavior. This article will use the
relevant data of Jibei Company's running charging piles
to study the behavior characteristics of electric vehicle
charging users, and put forward relevant suggestions
from the user's label, which will lay the foundation for
the research in other fields.

2 Data Processing
Methods

and

Research

The study of behavior characteristics of charging user
mainly relies on the data extracted from the vehicle
networking management platform, including the
charging pile file, and the charging transaction data in
the north of Hebei Province. These data generally only
involve the user's charge card number, charge amount,
transaction amount, transaction method, transaction time,
transaction station number, which is short of accurate
description of the user. How to grab user characteristics
a

from existing data depends on the choice of the right
research method. Grabbing user characteristics is
essentially the classification of users,and cluster analysis
is the most effective classification tool in data analysis
technology. Cluster analysis is a set of models and tools,
which can divide the data objects into several categories.
Due to the relatively large data of the car networking
platform, we chose the K-means model for clustering.
The use of K-means model has certain requirements
on the data structure, but the data structure extracted
from the vehicle network platform is poor. Therefore, it
is necessary to combine the business knowledge to
organize and preprocess the original data, and to obtain
the structural data that are related to the electric car users,
unified in format, complete in data, and standardized.
2.1 Data processing
Data processing converts raw data from a business
perspective into a format that can be used by the Kmeans model. This includes representative processing,
business processing, and K-means processing.
Representative treatment: The main group of electric
vehicle users' charging behavior is the public, and the
bus charging is not representative. Therefore, the
transaction data of bus charging stations in Jibei
Company's transaction data from October 1, 2016 to
September 30, 2017 will be removed.
Business processing: According to the operational
needs of operating companies, the site is divided into
seven categories of Beijing related high-speed, inter-city
high-speed, Chengde City site, Langfang City site,
Tangshan City site, Qinhuangdao City site, Zhangjiakou
City site ; the trading period is divided into 0-3:59, 47:59, 8-11:59, 12-15:59, 16-19:59, 20-23:59, and 6
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periods; The transaction date is divided into three types:
workday, weekend, and holiday.
K-means model clustering requires variables to be
numeric. Therefore, in addition to the card number
identifying the user as an observation unit, the charging
transaction data includes high-speed, city station
charging times, workdays, weekends, and holiday
charging times, and the number of charging times in
each day time period, and the number of charging times
for each type of charging station are all numerical value
type. See Table 1 for details of specific variables.
K-means processing: Because the units of each
variable are different, the variables need to be
standardized; In order to prevent the large data from
being dispersed, the distance is standardized by using the
standard deviation within the class so that the class
characteristics are more easily revealed.

(𝑥𝑗1 , 𝑥𝑗2 , … , 𝑥𝑗𝑝 )and 𝑥̅ , which also represents the distance
between j and this class.
The parallel algorithm of the K-means clustering
model is selected as follows:
Step 1: Divide the unit of observation into K initial
classes.
Step 2: Traverse the list of observing units and assign
each observing unit to one of its nearest K classes;
recalculates the mean of the class that the class element
changes.
Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until the target allocation
reaches stability.
Step1 can be randomly divided into K classes. Step2
calculates the distance of each observation unit from
each class, and then assigns it to the nearest class. If this
kind of distribution occurs, it will inevitably lead to the
reduction of one class element and the increase of
another class element. Thus we need to recalculate the
class mean for the changed class:

Table 1 variable details
Varia
ble
Name
Varia
ble
Name
Varia
ble
Name
Varia
ble
Name

Dl
Chengde
City
Zc
Zhangjiak
ou City
Zz

Chargi
ng
times
Dc
Intercit
y speed
Zj
Workin
g day
Tg

4-7:59

8-11:59

T2

T3

Charging
power

Highspeed
station
Zg
Langfa
ng City
Zl
Weeken
d
Tz
1215:59
T4

City
station

Beijing
related

Zs
Qinhuangd
ao City
Zq

Zb
Tangsh
an City
Zt

Holiday

0-3:59

Tj

T1
2023:59
T6

16-19:59
T5

𝑥̅𝑖,𝑛𝑒𝑤 =

𝑥̅𝑖,𝑛𝑒𝑤 =

The two basic steps of the K-means clustering model are:
selecting similarity metrics, and selecting parallel
algorithms. The similarity measure of K-means
clustering is mainly based on the Euclidean distance, that
is, the distance between the observation unit and the
average value of each class needs to be continuously
calculated. If the observation unit contains p variables,
the formula for calculating the mean coordinates of each
class is as follows:

𝑛𝑥̅ 𝑖 −𝑥𝑗𝑖
𝑛−1

(4)

3 User behavior characteristics
The following analysis is based on the transaction data
of Yubei Corporation from October 2016 to September
2017. After standardization of data processing, the
clustering analysis was performed on 16012 users who
used the charging pile in the northern Hebei region by
using the K-means model. The setting of K, and the
number of classes that should be produced finally is a
problem for any clustering model. One possible method
is to make experiments with a given set of K values so
that the number of elements in the class is relatively
balanced.The final number of classes is selected
according to the expertise.

(1)

Where n is the number of observation units included in
this class,𝑥𝑗𝑖 is the observation of the i-th variable of
observation unit j. Therefore, the mean of this class is:

𝑥̅ = (𝑥̅1 , 𝑥̅2 , … , 𝑥̅𝑝 )

(3)

(if observing unit j is deleted from this class)
Where 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑝is the i-th variable, 𝑥̅𝑖 is the mean of
the original i-th variable of this class, 𝑥̅𝑖,𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the new
mean, and n is the number of observation units originally
contained in this class. Step3 will repeat Step2 until K
final classes are formed.
For the study of user characteristics, the observation
unit is the charging user, or user ID, which is a total of
16012. Each user j has a total of p=20 variables (see
Table 1): D1, Dc, Zg, Zs, Zb, Zc, Zj, Zl, Zq, Zt, Zz, Tg,
Tz, Tj, T1, T2 T3, T4, T5, and T6 correspond to
𝑥𝑗1 , 𝑥𝑗2 , … , 𝑥𝑗20 in the K-means model.
The K-means clustering model's parallel algorithm
can be implemented in most program languages or
software packages.

2.2 K-means model

1

𝑛+1

(if observing unit j is assigned to this class)

Through the above data processing, 20 variables are
obtained to reflect the characteristics of the charging user.
The data structure of these variables can be used for Kmeans model clustering calculation.

𝑥̅𝑖 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑥𝑗𝑖 (𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑝)

𝑛𝑥̅ 𝑖 +𝑥𝑗𝑖

(2)

The distance between the observation unit j and the
mean of this class is the Euclidean distance of 𝑥𝑗 =

3.1. Preliminary K-means clustering results
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In order to cover the potential number of clusters, we
perform K-means cluster analysis on K=1 to 15, and
finally select the clustering result of K=6, and further
determine the final number of clusters. The clustering
result of K=6 is shown in Table 2.

customers, high-speed second-level customers, and
urban customers. The annual per capita charge level of
users of the first and third categories is much higher than
that of the second users. However, the average charging
capacity of the three types of users is relatively
significant, and the charging time is mainly concentrated
between 8:00 and 20:00, and we need further attention.
The first type of user is a high-speed first-level user,
with a total of 5497 people, accounting for 34.33% of the
users in North Hebei. Most users have a high rate of
high-speed use and a high number of uses. The number
dimension is per capita, and high-speed use is relatively
high; the number of charging power and charging times
is the highest among the three types of users and slightly
higher than the third type of users.
The second type of users are high-speed second-level
users, accounting for 29.78% of the users in North Hebei.
Most of the users have a high rate of high-speed use , but
the number of users is low, with a total of 4769 people.
The number dimension is per capita, and the high-speed
use ratio is high; the amount of charging power and the
number of charging times are the lowest among the three
types of users, and are far lower than those of other types
of users.
The third type of users are urban users, which
account for about 35.87% of the users in North Hehui.
Most of the users have a low rate of high-speed use, but
the number of users is high, with a total of 5,744 people.
The number dimension is per capita. The high-speed use
ratio is low and close to 0; the charge power and the
number of charge times are similar to the first type of
users, and slightly lower than the first type of users.

Table 2 preliminary clustering categories and number of
members
Category
Number of
members

1

2

3

4

5

6

5497

4769

5744

1

1

0

From the preliminary clustering results, the number
of members included in category 4, 5, and 6 is only one
or none, and it is not necessary to pay attention to these
three categories. Therefore, three relatively balanced
categories 1, 2, and 3 were initially obtained. The
following three categories were compared from highspeed use, charging amount, charging times, and
charging time.
Table 3 comparison of three types of users
Categories of
clients
High-speed first
level
High-speed
second level

Charging
power

Charging
times

8:0020:00

High speed
use ratio

81.50

9.92

83.07%

71.80%

37.69

3.65

85.78%

87.46%

City

78.28

9.90

67.62%

3.98%

From Table 3, it can be seen that the first and second
types of high-speed stations are used more frequently for
charging, and the third type of users rarely use highspeed stations for charging. Therefore, these three
categories are initially defined as high-speed first-class

Table 4 the comparison of holidays and site of three types of customer
Categor
ies of
clients
Highspeed
first
level
Highspeed
second
level
City

Working
day

Weekend

Holiday

Related
sites in
Beijing

Chengd
e site

Intercity
speed
site

Langfang
site

Qinhuangda
o site

Tangshan
site

Zhangji
akou
site

5.18

3.18

1.57

5.45

0.00

1.23

0.41

1.60

1.23

0.00

1.91

1.22

0.52

1.96

0.98

0.24

0.31

0.06

0.03

0.07

6.36

2.93

0.60

0.51

0.00

0.35

8.04

0.00

0.00

0.98

≈10.6:4.9:1;the number of use is high during 1219:59 ;site usage, Langfang City Site are far higher than
other station.

From Table 4, it can be seen that the number of highspeed first-class user workdays: the number of weekends
used: the number of holiday use ≈3.3:2.0:1;the number
of use is high during 8-19:59 ;site usage, Beijing-related
high speed are far higher than other station.
The number of high-speed second-class user
workdays: the number of weekends used: the number of
holiday use ≈3.7:2.3:1;the number of use is high during
8-19:59 ;site usage, Beijing-related high speed are far
higher than other station.
Number of use of urban user during workday: the
number of weekends used: the number of holiday use

3.2 User Characteristics
Through the above research, the following results can be
generally obtained according to the operation and
maintenance business experience:
Most of high-speed customers are cross-city office
users. The main feature of its charging behavior is that
the charging power is larger and the number of charging
times is higher in the workday in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei

3
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area, and the charging stations use frequent people, and
they are often charged at relevant sites and intercity
high-speed stations in Beijing.
Most of high-speed second-level customers are pass
users and play users. It is characterized by a small
amount of charge and a small number of charges, but the
site of the charge is relatively evenly distributed.
Urban customers are basically urban residents and
office workers in the same city. It is characterized by a
relatively large number of charging days on the working
day, but the charging station is not even.

https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201817504033

improvement of big data technology, there are more
valuable customer information that we need to dig.
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